SUBJECT: HISTORICAL DATA, MONTH OF DECEMBER, 1945.

I ORGANIZATION AND CURRENT STATUS

377. 1. ORGANIZATION; 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON, 64TH FIGHTER WING, XII TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, T/O & E 1-67, 4 SEPTEMBER 1944; CHANGE 1, 14 DECEMBER 1944.

2. STRENGTH: 31 DECEMBER 1945 - 35 OFFICERS, 7 FLIGHT OFFICERS, 64 E.M. SOURCE, MORNING REPORT, WD AGO FORM NO. 1.

3. STATION:
   A. PRESENT STATION KASSEL/ROTHWESTERN, GERMANY.
   B. NO CHANGE OF STATION OCCURRED DURING THE MONTH.

4. LOSSES IN ACTION; NEGATIVE.

5. AWARDS AND DECORATIONS; NEGATIVE.

II NARRATIVE

1. THE MONTH OF DECEMBER SHOWED VERY LITTLE ACTIVITY OTHER THAN USUAL SQUADRON DUTIES. DUE TO EXTREMELY POOR WEATHER AND MAINTENANCE HANICAPS, VERY LITTLE FLYING WAS ACCOMPLISHED. LEAVES TO ENGLAND, FRANCE AND SWITZERLAND WERE CARRIED OUT, ALTHOUGH TRANSPORTATION WAS LIMITED BY SNOW, FOG AND RAIN. REDEPLOYMENT HOMeward CONTINUED ON SCHEDULE AT TIMES TAKING WITH IT KEY PERSONNEL; HOWEVER REPLACEMENTS ALMOST MADE UP FOR THESE.

2. THE THREE WOMEN TYPISTS ARE HELPING OUT A GREAT DEAL ON THE TYPING, AND THEY HAVE MASTERED DETAILS ON MILITARY LETTERS.

3. THE ON-THE-JOB TRAINING OF GROUND PERSONNEL HAS PROGRESSED SATISFACTORILY ALTHOUGH WEATHER HAS BEEN DETRIMENTAL.

4. THE SQUADRON MOVED TO THE EAST SIDE OF THE AIRFIELD AND ARE NOW CLOSELY COORDINATED WITH THE 36TH FIGHTER GROUP.

5. ON THE WHOLE THE MONTH OF DECEMBER WAS VERY UNEVENTFUL.

III DIARY

378. DEC 3. LT ANDERSON RETURNED TODAY FROM TDY AT CANNES, FRANCE.

379. DEC 5. TEN MEN, ALL CORPORALS, JOINED THE SQUADRON TODAY, WE CAN CERTAINLY USE THESE ADDITIONS AND WELCOME THEM.

380. DEC 6. MOVED TO EAST SIDE OF THE FIELD TODAY.

381. DEC 7. LT MULL TRANSFERRED TO 10 RECON. GROUP TODAY.

382. DEC 9. SGT ANDREW AND HESSMAN TRANSFERRED TODAY TO 331ST STATION COMPLEMENT SQUADRON - THE FIRST LAP OF A HOMeward JOURNEY.

383. DEC 10. FOUR MORE E.M ADDITIONS JOINED US TODAY - OUT STRENGTH IS COMING BACK UP.
Beaufighter Drawing by Noel Howard in the O-Club at Rothwesten/Kassel, Germany.

384. DEC 12. LT MERCER, F/O GRAHAM, AND CPL JAFFIE LEFT TODAY FOR A TEN DAY LEAVE TO ENGLAND. 16 MORE E.M. JOINED US TODAY – SO OUR COMEBACK CONTINUES.

385. DEC 14. CAPT DEAKYNE AND LT PERKINS LEFT TODAY FOR TD IN ENGLAND.

386. DEC 15. 2ND LT ANDERSON WAS PROMOTED TO 1ST LT TODAY. F/O LA BOSCO TRANSFERRED TO THE 344TH BOMB GROUP. THIRTEEN OFFICERS ON D.S. AT MANNHEIM RETURNED TO THE SQUADRON TODAY.

387. DEC 18. CAPT DEAKYNE AND LT PERKINS RETURNED FROM TD IN ENGLAND.

388. DEC 20. FIVE OF OUR OFFICERS AND SIX ENLISTED MEN TRANSFERRED TO FRITZLAR TODAY – ON THEIR WAY HOME.

389. DEC 21. F/O’S DIEHL AND GRONBERG LEFT FOR A LEAVE IN SWITZERLAND TOGETHER WITH SGTS ROHREND AND STONER.

390. DEC 24. LT TEMM LEFT FOR THREE DAYS ON TD AT GOPPENGEN TODAY.

391. DEC 25. CHRISTMAS – TURKEY DINNER.

392. DEC 26. ABUNDANT E.M. PROMOTIONS CAME THROUGH TODAY: THREE SGT TO S/SGT; TWO FROM CPL TO SGT; THREE FROM PFC TO CPL; AND SEVEN TO PFC.

393. DEC 27. LT TEMM RETURNED FROM GOPPENGEN. THREE NEW OFFICERS ARRIVED: LT’S GUNN, KLODZINSKI, AND WALTER – ALL THREE ARE BOMBARDIERS.

IV COMBAT OPERATIONS; NEGATIVE

V NON COMBAT OPERATIONS

394. 1. LOCAL NAVIGATION CONTRIBUTED TO PRACTICALLY ALL OF THE NON-COMBAT FLYING FOR THE MONTH. IN ADDITION THERE WERE BUT A FEW HOURS OF ADMINISTRATIVE FLIGHTS, BAD WEATHER ONCE AGAIN WAS THE CHIEF CAUSE OF THE SQUADRON NOT ENGAGED IN MUCH FLYING.

2. THE B-25 AND THE AT-6 HAVE NOT SEEN SERVICE ALL MONTH, BOTH BEING IN AN UNSERVICEABLE CONDITION BECAUSE OF TACHOMETERS. ABOUT ONE HALF OF ALL TRAINING TIME WAS FLOWN WITH THE L-5 WHILE THE REST
VI TRAINING

1. Ground training for the period July–December came to a close with about 80% of the program completed. Most of the training during the month consisted of two hours of orientation and one hour of close order drill being given each week. One hour of flying regulations and flying safety have been given all aircrew at the weekly pilots' meeting.

2. Our flying training program also came to a close for the period July–December with but 24% of the program being completed. Even though aircrew engaged in local navigational flights, no credit could be given them on the training program as each aircrew member had already previously completed the required 12 hours. In addition to day navigation there were a number transition hours in the L-5. The squadron did not engage in any night flying. However, as soon as weather conditions permit, there will be night flying.

P-61 Drawing by Noel Howard in the O-Club at Rothwesten/Kassel, Germany. Noel's artistic ability and knowledge of aircraft was used in the July 1945 display of all military aircraft beneath the Eiffel Tower for the AAF Exposition in Paris.

Noel Howard designed and drew the Broom Stick and Crystal Ball logo used by the 417th NFS after transitioning to the P-61s.
VII STATISTICS
1. THIS UNIT HAS NO STATISTICAL CONTROL OFFICER.

VIII STAFF ACTIVITY AND CONFERENCES
1. STAFF MEETINGS WERE HELD AS SCHEDULED AT 1300 HOURS EVERY TUESDAY. THESE MEETINGS ARE HELD FOR OPEN DISCUSSION OF CHANGES AND IDEAS OF THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS.

IX PRESS RELEASES AND PHOTOGRAPHS; NEGATIVE.

SUBJECT: HISTORICAL DATA, MONTH OF JANUARY 1946.

I ORGANIZATION AND CURRENT STATUS
395. 1. ORGANIZATION: 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON, 64TH FIGHTER WING, XII TACTICAL AIR COMMAND, T/O 6 E 1-67, 4 SEPTEMBER 1944; CHANGE 1, 14 DECEMBER 1944.
2. STRENGTH; 31 JANUARY 1946 - 28 OFFICERS, 5 FLIGHT OFFICERS, 61 E. M. SOURCE, MORNING REPORT, WD AGO FORM NO. 1.
3. STATION:
   A. PRESENT STATION: KASSEL/ROTHWESTERN, GERMANY.
   B. NO CHANGE OF STATION OCCURRED DURING THE MONTH.
4. LOSSES IN ACTION: NEGATIVE.
5. AWARDS AND DECORATIONS; NEGATIVE.

II NARRATIVE
1. THE MONTH OF JANUARY SHOWED VERY LITTLE ACTIVITY OTHER THAN THE USUAL SQUADRON DUTIES. DUE TO EXTREMELY POOR WEATHER AND PERSONNEL HANDICAPS IN AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE, VERY LITTLE FLYING WAS ACCOMPLISHED, LEAVES TO ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND SWITZERLAND WERE CARRIED OUT THROUGH THE USUAL METHODS OF RAIL AND MOTOR TRANSPORTATION.
2. GERMAN P.W.'S AND MANY OF OUR DISPLACED PERSONS ARE GIVING THEIR ALL FOR THE RUNNING OF THE DEPARTMENTS. IN SOME CASES IT WORKS OUT VERY WELL.
3. THE ON-THE-JOB TRAINING OF GROUND PERSONNEL HAS PROGRESSED SATISFACTORY ALTHOUGH THE WEATHER HAS BEEN NON-CONDUCIVE FOR SUCH.
4. THE "CHOW" SINKS TO A NEW LOW AT TIMES.
5. Redeployment homeward continued on schedule though not as extensively as previously in its removal of key personnel. Five of our officers were lost through transfer and emergency leaves, while two were redeployed.

6. On the whole, the month of January was very uneventful.

7. Recreation proved its usual problem, and occasional parties and nightly movies make up the brunt. Skis and skates are ready in limited amount, but where is the ice and snow? Ping-pong seems to provide the exercise and mental stimulant in maximum.

III Combat Operations; Negative

IV Non-Combat Operations.

396. 1. Local navigation contributed to practically all of the non-combat flying for the month. In addition there were but a few hours of administrative flights. Bad weather and lack of manpower in maintenance were once again the chief causes of the squadron’s not engaging in much flying.

2. The B-25 and the AT-6 are now generally seeing service after long lay-offs. Most of all training time was flown in P-61’s for January, while about one third was done in the L-5.

V Training

1. Ground training for the period January - June started with approximately 14% of the entire program completed as of 31 January. Most of the training this month consisted of orientation, aircraft recognition, physical training, and close order drill, while two medical lectures were also included. One hour of flying regulations and flying safety have been given all aircrew at the weekly pilots’ meetings.

2. Our flying training program has also begun with 8% of the total January-June being completed. The squadron did not engage in any night flying. In addition, to day navigation, a number of transition hours were also put in. 9% of required day navigation was completed.

VI Statistics

1. This unit has no statistical officer.

VII Staff Activity and Conferences

1. Staff meetings were held as scheduled at 1300 hours every Tues-
DAY. THESE MEETINGS ARE HELD FOR OPEN DISCUSSION OF CHANGES AND IDEAS OF THE VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS.

VIII PRESS RELEASES AND PHOTOGRAPHS NEGATIVE.

SUBJECT: HISTORICAL DATA MONTH OF FEBRUARY 1946.

397. I ORGANIZATION

A. ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES:

1) MODIFICATION OF T/0 & E 1-67, DATED 4 SEPTEMBER 1944, TWO CHANGES, 6 FEBRUARY, 1946.

2) TEMPORARY ORGANIZATION CHANGE: INCREASE OF PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT THROUGH ASSIGNMENT OF 36TH FIGHTER GROUP PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT TO 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON. 36TH FIGHTER GROUP WAS TRANSFERRED TO 2 OF I. MINUS PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT FOR DEACTIVATION.

B. STRENGTH OF ORGANIZATION: AS OF LAST DAY ON MONTH, 167 OFFICERS AND 346 ENLISTED MEN (INCLUDING 36TH FIGHTER GROUP, DEACTIVATED, PERSONNEL; SOURCE, MORNING REPORT, WDAGO FORM NO. 1).

C. NAME AND DATE OF ARRIVAL AT AND DEPARTURE FROM EACH STATION OCCUPIED SINCE THE LAST INSTALLMENT OF THIS HISTORY: NEGATIVE.

D. LOSSES THROUGH ACCIDENTS OR ILLNESS, WITH NAMES, DATES, AND CIRCUMSTANCES: NEGATIVE.

E. AWARDS AND DECORATIONS: NEGATIVE.

II NARRATIVE.

THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY BROUGHT FORTH A MAZE OF PROBLEMS, BOTH ADMINISTRATIVE AND FUNCTIONAL, AS THE 36TH FIGHTER GROUP WAS DEACTIVATED AND THE 417TH ABSORBED THEIR PERSONNEL AND MUCH EQUIPMENT. THE STATUS OF BEING ONE OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST SQUADRONS WILL BE ONLY TEMPORARY, HOWEVER, AS THE DAY FIGHTER PERSONNEL ARE WORKING TO CLOSE OUT THEIR RECORDS AND EQUIPMENT AND WILL MOVE TO A NEW LOCALE IN THE NEAR FUTURE, WHERE THEY WILL BE ABSORBED INTO OTHER ORGANIZATIONS. THE 417TH IS NOW CONFRONTED WITH TWO ORDERLY ROOMS AND MAINTAINING MOST DEPARTMENTS IN DUPLICATE.

WEATHER CONTINUED TO HINDER FLYING, AND THE LAST TWO WEEKS OF FEBRUARY BROUGHT MUCH SNOW AND RAIN TO THE KASSEL AREA. SO IT’S BEEN A ROUGH FIGHT FOR FLYING PAY.

MOVIES, PING-PONG, AND OCCASIONAL DANCES CONTINUE TO MAKE UP THE GREATER PART OF RECREATION AND SOCIAL LIFE, WITH WOMEN, BEING IMPORTED FROM UNRAA COMMUNITIES. A "BITTER PILL" TO THE TROOPS IS THE DISCONTINUING OF NAAFI LIQUOR RATIONS PLUS THE DIMINISHED FRENCH COGNAC SALES. THE MORALE SEEMS TO HOLD UP, HOWEVER, AND THE FOOD FLUCTUATES WILDLY IN QUALITY.

OUR AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT RECORD WAS MARRED BY THE FORCED LANDING AND CRUMPLING OF OUR L-5; NO INJURY TO PERSONNEL, HOWEVER, IT WAS OUR FIRST ACCIDENT IN EIGHT MONTHS.

IN ALL FEBRUARY WAS A BUSY MONTH, EVEN THOUGH IT WAS CONFINED MOSTLY TO WORK ON THE GROUND.
Paul Peyron in B-25

P-61B-6-NO, #42-39515 in Flight, similar to most of the P-61s in the 417th NFS, Northrop photo.
I ORGANIZATION

A. ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES:
   1. MODIFICATION OF T/O & E 1-67, DATED 4 SEPTEMBER 1944. TWO CHANGES 6 FEBRUARY 1946.
   2. TEMPORARY ORGANIZATION CHANGE: INCREASE OF PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT THROUGH ASSIGNMENT OF 36TH FIGHTER GROUP (DEACTIVATED) PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT TO 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON.

B. STRENGTH OF ORGANIZATION AS OF LAST DAY OF MONTH: (INCLUDING 36TH FIGHTER GROUP, DEACTIVATED PERSONNEL) 199 OFFICERS AND 479 ENLISTED MEN, SOURCE, MORNING REPORT, WDAGO FORM NO. 1.

C. NAME AND DATE OF ARRIVAL AT AND DEPARTURE FROM EACH STATION OCCUPIED SINCE LAST INSTALLMENT OF THIS HISTORY: NEGATIVE.

D. LOSSES THROUGH ACCIDENTS OR ILLNESS, WITH NAMES, DATES, AND CIRCUMSTANCES: NEGATIVE.

E. AWARDS AND DECORATIONS: NEGATIVE.

II NARRATIVE

THE MONTH OF MARCH CONTINUED TO PRESENT THE PROBLEMS OF ABSORBING PERSONNEL OF THE FORMER 36TH FIGHTER GROUP INTO THE 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON WITH ADMINISTRATIVE HEADACHES, AND NEW PROBLEMS AND WORK WAS CONFRONTED WITH THE PROCESS OF CLOSING OUT ROTHWESTERN AIR BASE. BY EARLY APRIL THE 417TH WILL BE LOCATED AT FRITZLAR AIRBASE AND THE STRANDED DAY FIGHTERS OF THE OLD 36TH WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO VARIOUS FIGHTER GROUPS THROUGHOUT GERMANY. THUS A CHANGE OF STATION IS IN THE PROCESS, BUT WILL BE RECORDED IN APRIL'S HISTORY AFTER THE 417TH IS IN ITS NEW HOME IN FRITZLAR.

THE WEATHER FINALLY BROKE AT THE END OF MARCH AND THE FIRST CLEAR SUNNY DAYS SINCE SUMMER WERE IDEAL FOR FLYING. HOWEVER WITH ALL THE WORK TO BE DONE, PLUS NECESSITY FOR GETTING AIRCRAFT IN SHAPE FOR THE COMING MOVE, A MINIMUM OF FLIGHTS CONTINUED.

SOCIAL LIFE ON THE BASE SEEMED TO REMAIN ABOUT THE SAME WITH WEEKLY DANCES AND INTERMITTENT PARTIES, AND RECREATION WAS AUGMENTED WITH SPRING WEATHER'S DRAWING OUT BASEBALLS AND GLOVES. MARCH HAS BEEN A MONTH OF HARD WORK "ON THE GROUND", BUT SPRING IS HERE AND MORALE IS GETTING BETTER ALSO.
A. ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES:

1. MODIFICATION OF T/O & E 1-67, DATED 4 SEPTEMBER 1944. TWO CHANGES 6 FEBRUARY 1946.

2. TEMPORARY ORGANIZATION CHANGES:
   INCREASE OF PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT THROUGH ASSIGNMENT OF 36TH FIGHTER GROUP (DEACTIVATED) PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT TO 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON.

B. STRENGTH OF ORGANIZATION AS OF LAST DAY OF MONTH (INCLUDING 36TH FIGHTER GROUP, (DEACTIVATED PERSONNEL) 58 OFFICERS AND 248 ENLISTED MEN, SOURCE, MORNING REPORT, WDAGO FORM NO. 1.

C. NAME AND DATE OF ARRIVAL AT AND DEPARTURE FROM EACH STATION OCCUPIED SINCE LAST INSTALLMENT OF THIS HISTORY: DEPARTED KASSEL AIR BASE 10 APRIL 1946, ARRIVED FRITZLAR AIR BASE 10 APRIL 1946

D. LOSSES THROUGH ACCIDENTS OR ILLNESS, WITH NAMES, DATES, AND CIRCUMSTANCES: NEGATIVE.

E. AWARDS AND DECORATIONS: NEGATIVE.

II NARRATIVE.

THE MONTH OF APRIL PRESENTED THE PROBLEM OF MOVING FROM KASSEL TO FRITZLAR AIR BASE, AS WELL AS THE CONTINUED DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT OF THE DISBANDED 36TH FIGHTER GROUP. A CLOSE OUT FORCE OF A SECTION OF THE 417TH STAYED AT KASSEL AIR BASE TO FINISH CLOSING OUT THE FIELD, WHILE THE MAIN FORCE OF THE 417TH WAS SETTING UP HOUSE KEEPING HERE AT FRITZLAR AIR BASE.


THE FLYING FOR APRIL WAS VERY LOW DUE TO THE CONCENTRATION OF WORK ON AIRCRAFT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE EXHIBITION OF PLANES AND EQUIPMENT TO THE SWISS DELEGATION AT WIESBADEN.

SOCIAL LIFE HERE AT FRITZLAR IS NOT TOO BAD, BUT NOTHING LIKE THE SOCIAL LIFE AT KASSEL.

400. I ORGANIZATION.

A. ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES:

1. MODIFICATION OF T/O & E 1-67, DATED 4 SEPTEMBER 1944. TWO CHANGES 6 FEBRUARY 1946.
II NARRATIVE.

THE MONTH OF MAY SAW THE SQUADRON AGAIN GETTING BACK TO NORMAL FUNCTION AFTER THE MOVE IN APRIL. WITH THE SECTIONS ONCE AGAIN STRAIGHTENED OUT AND MOST OF THE AIRCRAFT FLYABLE, THE MEN ARE STARTING TO TAKE THE LEAVES TO SWITZERLAND AND TO THE U.K. ONCE MORE. DURING THE MONTH LT WATT RETURNED TO THE Z OF I ON R & R.


WITH SO MANY OF THE PERSONNEL GOING HOME VERY FEW OF THE ORIGINAL 417TH PERSONNEL ARE LEFT OVER HERE. MOST OF THE OFFICERS ARE FROM THE OLD 415TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQDN. AND THE E. M. ARE MOSTLY ALL FRESH FROM THE STATES.

THE SOCIAL LIFE HERE AT FRITZLAR HAS IMPROVED NOW THAT MOST OF THE MEN HAVE GOTTEN THEMSELVES ACQUAINTED HERE. THE PARTY NIGHT HAS BEEN CHANGED FROM FRIDAY NIGHT AS IT HAS BEEN IN THE PAST, TO SATURDAY NIGHT.

THE MORALE OF THE ENLISTED MEN HAS IMPROVED A GREAT DEAL SINCE THE MESS HALL HAS BEEN PUTTING OUT BETTER CHOW. WHILE ON THEIR OFF HOURS THE ENLISTED MEN HAVE BEEN FIXING UP THEIR DAY ROOM MAKING IT VERY COMFORTABLE AND ONE OF THE NICEST THEY HAVE HAD OVER SEAS.

FLYING FOR THIS MONTH HAS BEEN ONE OF THE BEST FOR SOME TIME WITH MOST OF THE MEN GETTING IN AS MUCH TIME AS POSSIBLE FROM THIS FIELD BEFORE THE NIGHT FLYING STARTS. ALL IN ALL THE MONTH OF MAY HAS BEEN A GREAT IMPROVEMENT OVER THE LAST FEW MONTHS AS FAR AS FLYING IS CONCERNED.

SUBJECT: HISTORICAL DATA, MONTH OF JUNE, 1946.
A. ORGANIZATION CHANGES: NEGATIVE.


C. NAME AND DATE OF ARRIVAL AT AND DEPARTURE FROM EACH STATION OCCUPIED SINCE LAST INSTALLMENT OF THIS HISTORY: NEGATIVE.

D. LOSSES THROUGH ACCIDENTS OR ILLNESS, WITH NAMES, DATES, AND CIRCUMSTANCES: NEGATIVE.

II NARRATIVE.


ENLISTED MEN’S MORALE ROSE CONSIDERABLY DURING THE MONTH, DUE TO IMPROVED SOCIAL CONDITIONS, BETTER FOOD, AND ENTERTAINMENT. WORKING EFFICIENCY ALSO ROSE DUE TO THE LOSS OF MOST OF THE ENLISTED PERSONNEL WHO WANTED TO GO HOME. THE MAJORITY OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL WITH THE SQUADRON NOW ARE REGULAR ARMY MEN, WHO ARE TAKING MORE INTEREST IN THEIR WORK, RESULTING IN A BETTER JOB DONE.

JUNE ALSO SAW A FLUX IN GROUND TRAINING, MOSTLY A GATHERING OF THE FISCAL YEARS REMNANTS.

FLYING FOR THE MONTH TOOK A SLIGHT DIP, DUE TO A LACK OF FLYING PERSONNEL AND PROPER OIL FOR THE PLANES. FLYING DURING THE LATTER PART OF THE MONTH WAS ON THE UPGRADE AND CONSIDERING THE SMALLER NUMBER OF PILOTS AVAILABLE THERE IS SOME IMPROVEMENT OVER PREVIOUS MONTHS.

THE MONTH SAW A SHAPING UP OF THE SQUADRON INTO A MORE EFFICIENT WORKING MACHINE BY THE SQUADRON COMMANDER MAJOR JOHN M. KONOSKY, WHICH SHOULD BRING GOOD RESULTS IN THE NEAR FUTURE.

SUBJECT: HISTORICAL DATA, MONTH OF JULY, 1946

402. I ORGANIZATION.

A. ORGANIZATION CHANGES: NEGATIVE.

NAME AND DATE OF ARRIVAL AT, AND DEPARTURE FROM, BACH STATION OCCUPIED SINCE LAST INSTALLMENT OF THIS HISTORY: NEGATIVE.

LOSSES THROUGH ACCIDENTS OR ILLNESS, WITH NAMES, DATE, AND CIRCUMSTANCES: NEGATIVE.

AWARDS AND DECORATIONS: NEGATIVE.

II NARRATIVE.

THE MONTH OF JULY SAW THE SQUADRON GAINING MOMENTUM UNDER THE ABLE DIRECTION OF THE SQUADRON COMMANDER, MAJOR KONOSKY. ON THE 2 JULY, 1946 THE SQUADRON WAS HONORED WITH A SHORT INSPECTION TOUR BY GENERAL SPAATZ.

THE SQUADRON STRENGTH IS INCREASING AGAIN, INSTEAD OF DECREASING AS HAS BEEN THE CASE IN PAST MONTHS. THE ENLISTED MEN SAY THAT THEIR CHOW IS THE BEST THEY HAVE HAD FOR MONTHS. THEIR MORALE SEEMS TO BE HIGHER THAN IT HAS BEEN FOR SOME TIME, AND THE ONLY THING THEY ARE GRIPING ABOUT IS THE LOSS OF THE RED CROSS ON THE FIELD AND THE HOURS DURING WHICH THEY CAN VISIT THE SPECIAL SERVICE CLUB.

GROUND TRAINING IS ON SCHEDULE, BUT IT HAS BEEN NOTED THAT IT IS TAKING MEN FROM THEIR JOBS WHEN THEY ARE NEEDED THERE.

THE SQUADRON WAS INSPECTED BY THE 64TH WING GROUP COMMANDERS ON THE 14TH OF JULY AND ALL THE COMMENTS WERE FAVORABLE.

FLYING FOR THE MONTH JUMPED TO A NEW HIGH OVER THE PAST MONTHS, MORE OF THE PLANES HAVE BEEN IN COMMISSION THIS MONTH THAN THERE HAVE BEEN FOR AN EIGHT MONTH PERIOD, AND A LOT OF FLYING TIME HAS BEEN LOGGED ON THE AIR SHOWS IN WHICH THE SQUADRON PARTICIPATED, NIGHT FLYING WAS OFFICIALLY STARTED DURING JULY, AND SEVERAL OF THE NEW PILOTS HAVE BEEN BUSY RENEWING THEIR INSTRUMENT CARDS. ALL IN ALL IT IS EVIDENT THAT THE SQUADRON COMMANDERS POLICIES ARE MAKING A GREAT IMPROVEMENT IN THE SQUADRON.

SUBJECT: HISTORICAL DATA, MONTH OF AUGUST, 1946.

403. I ORGANIZATION.

CHANGES IN THE T/O. NEGATIVE.

II SQUADRON STRENGTH.

23 OFFICERS, 137 ENLISTED MEN. AUTHORITY, WDAGO FORM NO. 1, AUGUST 1946.

III CHANGES OF STATION DURING MONTH OF AUGUST.
A. FROM FRITZLAR ARMY AIR BASE TO SCHWEINFURT ARMY AIR BASE 20 AUGUST, 1946.

IV LOSSES IN ACTION. NEGATIVE.

V AWARDS AND DECORATIONS. NEGATIVE.

VI NARRATIVE.

THE FIRST PART OF AUGUST FOUND THE 417TH CONTEMPLATING A BOOM MONTH IN FLYING AND WORKING EFFICIENCY. THE DEPARTMENTS WERE GETTING DOWN TO A ROUTINE UNDER MAJOR KONOSKY'S INSTRUCTION AND ALTHOUGH THE DEPARTMENTS WERE FAIRLY NEW TO MOST OF THE OFFICERS THINGS WERE RUNNING WITH A MINIMUM OF FRICTION. LT CRAIG JOINED THE SQUADRON ON THE FIRST DAY OF AUGUST, AND LT WATT RETURNED TO THE SQUADRON FROM THE STATES SHORTLY AFTER.

THE MOVE FROM FRITZLAR, TOOK THE BETTER PART OF THE MONTH TO ACCOMPLISH SINCE ALL OUR PLANES ARE GROUNDED FOR PROPS AND ELEVATORS, AND A RELEASE HAS TO BE OBTAINED FROM HIGHER HEADQUARTERS FOR THE FLIGHT DOWN. THE SQUADRON IS GETTING PRETTY WELL SET UP NOW AT OUR NEW BASE, AND WE HOPE TO HAVE OUR PLANES BACK IN WORKING CONDITION SHORTLY.

THE ENLISTED MEN SEEM TO LIKE THEIR NEW HOME, AND THEY SAY THAT THEIR CHOW IS MUCH BETTER THAN AT FRITZLAR. THERE ARE A LOT OF NEW MEN IN THE SQUADRON NOW, SWELLING THE SQUADRON TO T/O STRENGTH, HOWEVER, ABOUT SIXTY OF THE TOTAL WILL BE GOING HOME SHORTLY.

FLYING FOR THE MONTH WAS ALL DONE IN THE FIRST WEEK. IT GOT OFF TO A GOOD START WITH THE FIRST NIGHT FLIGHTS THAT THE SQUADRON HAS FLOWN IN OVER A YEAR. AROUND THE TENTH THE PLANES WERE GROUNDED FOR PROPS AND ELEVATORS AND FROM THAT TIME TO THE END OF THE MONTH THEY WERE GROUNDED WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THE FLIGHT OF SIX PLANES TO SCHWEINFURT.

SUBJECT: HISTORICAL DATA, MONTH OF SEPTEMBER, 1946.

404. I ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGES.

II SQUADRON STRENGTH.

III CHANGE OF STATION. NEGATIVE.

IV LOSSES BY ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS. NEGATIVE

V AWARDS AND DECORATIONS DURING THE MONTH. NEGATIVE

VI NARRATIVE.

SEPTEMBER FOUND THE 417TH WELL SETTLED AT THE NEW BASE. THE ENLISTED
MEN SAY THAT THE RED CROSS, BOTH ON THE FIELD AND IN SCHWEINFURT, IS A GREAT IMPROVEMENT OVER OUR OLD BASE. MANY OF THE ENLISTED MEN HAVE GONE OUT FOR THE FOOTBALL SQUAD AND QUITE A NUMBER HAVE MADE IT. ALL IN ALL THEY SEEM TO LIKE THEIR NEW HOME AND THEIR CHOW.

THERE ARE FOUR FAMILIES OF DEPENDENTS IN THE SQUADRON WITH SEVERAL MORE EXPECTED SHORTLY. MOST OF THE HOMES ARE ONLY NOW BEING SET UP, AND MOST OF THE THEM ARE LACKING MOST OF THE FURNITURE AS YET.

THE SQUADRON ENLARGED SOMEWHAT ON OFFICER PERSONNEL, AND GAINED SEVERAL RADAR OBSERVERS. MOST OF THE PILOTS GAINED ARE NOT CHECKED OUT IN THE P-61, BUT ONE A-26, ONE C-45, AND ONE AT-6 WERE ADDED TO THE SQUADRON DURING THE MONTH, AS MOST TO THE NEW PILOTS HAVE BEEN FLYING THE NEW PLANES. FLYING FOR THE MONTH STARTED DURING THE SECOND WEEK OF MONTH WHEN THE FIRST OF THE P-61'S PROPS CAME BACK FROM THE SERVICE SQUADRON, AND THE PLANES BEGAN TO COME INTO FLYING COMMISSION. SINCE THEN MOST OF THE PLANES HAVE BEEN IN FLYING COMMISSION, AND QUITE A LOT OF FLYING TRAINING MISSIONS HAVE BEEN FLOWN, INCLUDING ONE NIGHT MISSION. SEVERAL OF THE NEW PILOTS ARE IN THE PROCESS OF BEING CHECKED OUT IN THE P-61 SO IN THE NEAR FUTURE WE HOPE TO HAVE MORE QUALIFIED P-61 PILOTS. WE ALSO HOPE TO HAVE MORE OF OUR PLANES RETURNED TO THE SQUADRON FROM FRITZLAR DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.

VII APPENDICES. NEGATIVE.

SUBJECT: HISTORICAL DATA, MONTH OF OCTOBER, 1946.

405. I ORGANIZATION.

A. LAST DATA

1. ORIGINAL DESIGNATION OF UNIT WITH SUBSEQUENT CHANGES IN NAME.
   a. 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON.
   b. 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON, ALL WEATHER GROUP (PROV)

2. DATE AND PLACE OF ACTIVATION OF ORGANIZATION, TOGETHER WITH AUTHORITY.

3. SOURCE OF ORIGINAL PERSONNEL.
a. AIR CORPS.

B. PRESENT DATA

1. FULL NAME OF ORGANIZATION.
   a. 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON, ALL WEATHER GROUP (PROV)

2. COMMANDING OFFICER.
   a. JOHN M. KONOSKY, MAJOR, AIR CORPS.

3. KEY STAFF OFFICERS.
   a. EXECUTIVE OFFICER; KENNETH LA BARRE, MAJOR, AIR CORPS.
   b. OPERATIONS OFFICER; JACK K. CAMBLE, CAPTAIN AIR CORPS.
   c. ADJUTANT; EARL F. JACOBSEN, 2ND LT., AIR CORPS.

4. PRESENT STATION.
   a. SCHWEINFURT ARMY AIR BASE.

5. APO NUMBER.
   a. 62

II TROOP STRENGTH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUTHORIZED</th>
<th>ACTUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EM OF</td>
<td>EM OF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P-61B-15 "Li'l Abner" #42-39606, with gun turret, undergoing maintenance by Paul Bubash, ____ Smith, "Pete" Fox, Ed Witte, Mort Shields, at Schweinfurt.
BEGINNING:              180    38              173     34
MONTH

END OF
MONTH                   180    38              134     31

406. III CHANGE OF STATION.
   A.    NEGATIVE.

IV LOSSES BY ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS DURING MONTH.
   A.    NEGATIVE.

V AWARDS AND DECORATIONS DURING MONTH.
   A.    NEGATIVE.

VI NARRATIVE.

OCTOBER FOUND THE 417TH IN A SHUFFLE OF PERSONNEL AND AIRPLANES. THE
ENLISTED MEN ARE NOT HAPPY WITH THEIR HOME AS THEY HAVE BEEN, SINCE THE AES
UNDoubtedly become better after the PLM starts to operate efficiently. The squadron is beginning to gather the P-61’s from other fields where they have either been in storage or awaiting parts. Night flights are becoming more and more frequent although a large portion of the squadron’s pilots are still not checked out in the P-61. Several pilots are in the process of being checked out and two completed their transition during the month of October.

Ground training is becoming more rigid with the base taking care of the pilots training and the squadrons taking care of the ground personnel training.

All in all the squadron has become a more efficient machine during the month of October, with more regard to good soldiering.

SUBJECT: HISTORICAL DATA, MONTH OF NOVEMBER, 1946.

407.  I  ORGANIZATION.

A  PAST DATA
1.  ORIGINAL DESIGNATION OF UNIT WITH SUBSEQUENT CHANGES IN NAME.
   a.  417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON.
   b.  417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON, ALL WEATHER GROUP (prov)

2.  DATE AND PLACE OF ACTIVATION OF ORGANIZATION, TOGETHER WITH AUTHORITY.
   a.  20 FEBRUARY 1943.  KISSIMMEE AAB, ORLANDO, FLORIDA.

3.  SOURCE OF ORIGINAL PERSONNEL.
   a.  AIR CORPS.

B.  PRESENT DATA.
1.  FULL NAME OF ORGANIZATION.
   a.  417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON, ALL WEATHER GROUP (prov)

2.  COMMANDING OFFICER.
   a.  JOHN M. KONOSKY, MAJOR, AIR CORPS.

3.  KEY STAFF OFFICERS.
   a.  ADJUTANT; ALVIN G. MOORE, 2ND LT AIR CORPS.
   b.  OPERATIONS; JACK K. GAMBLE, CAPTAIN, AIR CORPS.
   c.  EXECUTIVE OFFICER; KENNETH LA BARRE, MAJOR, AIR CORPS.

4.  PRESENT STATION.
   a.  SCHWEINFURT ARMY AIR BASE.

5.  APO NUMBER.
   a.  62

III TROOP STRENGTH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AUTHORIZED</th>
<th>ACTUAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEGINNING OF MONTH</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EM OF</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 - 104
III CHANGE OF STATION.

A. FROM SCHWEINFURT ARMY AIR BASE, ETO, TO WASHINGTON MINUS PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT. (SPECIAL ORDER NO. 29 64TH FIGHTER WING DATED NOVEMBER 1946.

IV LOSSES BY ACCIDENT OR ILLNESS DURING MONTH.

A. NEGATIVE.

V AWARDS AND DECORATIONS DURING MONTH.

A. NEGATIVE.

VI NARRATIVE.

NOVEMBER 1ST BROUGHT THE RUMOR THAT THE 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON WAS TO BE DEACTIVATED, AND RETURNED TO THE ZONE OF INTERIOR. THE RUMOR BECAME REALITY ON THE 9 NOVEMBER WHEN A SPECIAL ORDER RETURNING THE UNIT TO THE DEACTIVATION FILES IN WASHINGTON DC MINUS PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT.

ON THE 4 OF NOVEMBER THE SQUADRON HELD A PARTY IN A NEARBY VILLAGE AT WHICH BOTH, THE ENLISTED MEN AND OFFICERS WERE PRESENT. THE PARTY WAS A HUGE SUCCESS, AND THE MORALE COULD ALMOST BE SEEN ON THE UPGRADE. LITTLE DID EVERYONE KNOW THAT THEY WERE SEEING THE LAST PARTY TO BE HELD IN THE ETO BY THE OLD 417TH NIGHT FIGHTERS.

THE REST OF THE PERIOD BEFORE THE DEACTIVATION WAS ROUTINE FLYING AND MAINTENANCE, ALONG WITH CLEANING THE GROUNDS FOR A TRIANNUAL INSPECTION BY XII TAC.

AND SO WE SAY GOOD BYE TO THE 417TH NIGHT FIGHTER SQUADRON. WE ARE ALL PROUD TO HAVE BEEN A MEMBER OF THE ORGANIZATION, AND WE ARE ALL GOING TO MISS THE DISTINCTION THAT THE TITLE NIGHT FIGHTER AFFORDED.

VII APPENDICES.

A. NONE.
Scrapping 417th P-61s at Schweinfurt, August 1947. P-61B-15-NO #42-39606, "Li'l ABNER" has lost its turret and is coming apart.

Scrapping P-61s at Gieblstadt, George Aveill Engineering Section Officer in Charge.

Scraping P-61s, M/Sgt Ray Adams head EM of Engineering.